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1 Getting Started - Create and solve a very simple
model

The Rosenbrock Function is well suited as testing problem. For two variables
it has the form

f(x, y) = (1− x)2 + c · (y − x2)2 (1)

This function will now be used as a learning problem. To do this, the two
dimensional optimisation problem in (1) is transfered into a two dimensional
root finding problem.

g1(x, y) = a · (1− x) = 0 (2)

g2(x, y) = b · (y − x2) = 0 (3)

In the following section, a way to solve this problem in MOSAIC is
described. It is assumed that you are already logged in to MOSAIC and see
the modeling environment in your browser.

Creating the Notation At first it is necessary to create a notation that
contains descriptions for all symbols used for the names of the variables, i. e.
a, b, x, and y. To create the notation do the following

� Select the Notation Editor in the Editor Bar on the left hand side.

� Choose the tab Base Names and use the [Add] button to enter the for
letters one by one, giving a description for each of them.

� Click [Save] to open a file selection dialog.

� In the dialog press create a new directory or package named ’exam-
ple rosenbrock’ and change into it afterwards.

� Save the notation (e. g. ’notation rosenbrock.xml’).

Creating the equations

� Make the Equation Editor visible by choosing it in the Editor Bar at
the left hand side.

� On the editor you find a field named Notation with a short information
below saying that no notation is loaded. Click on [Change] and select
the notation you just created in the upcoming dialog.

� Now you have to enter a text into the field Description.

� In the field Tex-Expr you enter the mathematic formula for the equa-
tion. Please type the following into the field:
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0=a \cdot (1-x)

� Click on [Generate MathML] to create MathML code. The rendered
MathML expression is shown in the MathML Preview area at the but-
tom of the Equation Editor.

� Save the new equation in the directory you just created for this exam-
ple.

� Click [New] to clear the equation editor.

� Create a second equation, loading the same notation and using the
latex code

0 = b\cdot ( y - (x)^{2} )

Creating the equation system

� Choose the EQ System Editor in the Editor Bar at the left hand side.

� First load the notation for this example in the same way it was done
in the Equation Editor.

� Activate the tab Connected Elements and click [Add].

� In the appearing dialog, click on [Change] next to the upmost field and
select the first equation for the rosenbrock example.

� Click [Submit]. The equation should now be listed in the table.

� Add the second equation in the same way.

� Save the equation system in the directory for this example.

Evaluating the equation system The evaluation of an equation system
does two things: Firstly all necessary information is specified so that a
complete simulation problem is formulated based on the equation system.
Secondly code for the solution of the problem is generated and executed.

� Choose Evaluation Editor in the Editor Bar.

� In the tab Equation System click on [Change] and select the equation
system that has been created in the last steps.

� In this example you can directly go to the tab Variable Specification.
There you see a list that contains all the variables of the equation sys-
tem.
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� Move the variables a and b over into the list for the Design Variables

by selecting them with the mouse and using the [>>] button. You will
note that the Degree of Freedom is automatically updated.

� Set the design variables a = 50 and b = 100 by clicking into the value
field.

� Change to the Evaluation tab. If everything is ok, the [Generate
Code] button should be activated. (Otherwise please have a look at
the Status of Information in the middle of the editor where you
find hints to solve the problem).

� In the drop down list Code Gen select the code generator GSL Hybrid.

� To create the problem solving code press [Generate Code].

� Press [Evaluate] to have the code executed on the server.

� Select the tab Results to have a look at the solution.
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2 Notations and Variables - Superscripts, Subscripts,
Indices

This tutorial will demonstrate the use of different elements of a name for a
variable. The following simple flash calculation will serve as example. First
the model equations are indicated:

Equation System

F · zi = B · xi +D · yi (4)

yi = KLV
o,i · xi (5)

1 =
NC∑
i=1

xi (6)

1 =
NC∑
i=1

yi (7)

1 =

NC∑
i=1

zi (8)

Although the reader may recognize the above equation system as a
MESH system without heat balance, it must be pointed out that the phys-
ical meaning of the model is not definitely clear before the notation of all
symbols is given. Therefore this missing piece of information is provided
here:

Notation

B Bottom molar flow [kmol/h]
D Head molar flow [kmol/h]
F Feed molar flow [kmol/h]
K Constant, phase equilibrium, and others
x Bottom molar fraction [mol/mol]
y Head molar fraction [mol/mol]
z Feed molar fraction [mol/mol]

Superscripts
LV Phase equilibrium

Subscripts
o Reference value

Indices
i Component index, 1..NC
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As you will have noticed, the equation system given above has a general
character: It describes mixtures with any number of components. Further-
more, the use of the equation system depends on the choice and the value of
the design variables. Proving this information is stating a simulation prob-
lem. For this tutorial we will state the following problem:

Problem Description

Use the equation system (4) through (8) with

NC = 3 (9)

KLV
o,1 = 0.8 (10)

KLV
o,2 = 0.9 (11)

KLV
o,3 = 1.5 (12)

F = 2 kmol/h (13)

z1 = 0.3 mol/mol (14)

z2 = 0.4 mol/mol (15)

In the following section this simulation problem is transfered into MO-
SAIC. It is assumed that you are already logged in to MOSAIC and see the
modeling environment in your browser.

Creating the Notation At first we need to create a notation. This is
done directly as in the written statement under ’Notation’ above. To enter
the notation do the following:

� Select the Notation Editor in the Editor Bar on the left hand side.

� Choose the tab Base Names. In this tab, all symbols that are written
in the base line are entered. Use the [Add] button to enter the letters
B through z using the description from the statement above.

� Now change to the Superscripts tab and enter the symbol of the
corresponding section above, LV .

� Change to the Subscritpts tab and enter the subscripts of the nota-
tion above.

� Inter the indices of the notation above in the correponding tab in the
Notation Editor.

� Click [Save] to open the file selection dialog.

� In the dialog create a new directory or package named ’example flash’
and change into it afterwards.

� Save the notation (e. g. ’notation flash.xml’).
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Creating the Equations In this tutorial you will create all equations by
yourself. Please note that this step of modeling is not necessary in all cases,
as MOSAIC allows and even furthers the use of ready made equations.

The variable names in the given equations contain displacements. How
they are expressed in Latex sensible to MOSAIC will be explained briefly
here, more information are given in the Mosaic user’s guide.

� Superscripts are described using ^{S} where S is the superscript. In
this statements the curly brackets are mandatory. You can have several
superscripts. Superscripts are seperated by a comma: ^{S,T} where
S and T are the superscripts. Please note that in the example of this
tutorial the combination LV is one single superscript.

� Subscripts and indices are described using _{S} where S is the sub-
script or index. Like in superscripts the curly brackets cannot be
ommited. You can have up to one subscript and several indices. The
fixed subscript must be the first subscripted character. Fixed sub-
scripts and indics are separated by a comma: _{S,I,J} where S is a
fixed subscript and I and J are indices.

In addition to the upper specifications you will need to know that a mul-
tiplication sign is mandatory in MOSAIC. The necessary operators for this
example are

� equals: =

� plus: +

� multiply: \cdot

Now you are ready to write the formula expressions yourself while you
enter the equations.

� Choose the Equation Editor in the Editor Bar at the left hand side.

� On the editor you find a field named Notation with a short information
below saying that no notation is loaded. Click on [Change] and select
the notation you just created.

� Enter a text for equation (4) in the field Description.

� Enter a latex expression correponding to equation (4) using the above
guide lines.

� If you had problems in entering the formula use the following code

F \cdot z_{i} = B \cdot x_{i} + D \cdot y_{i}
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� Click on [Generate MathML] to create MathML code. The rendered
MathML expression is shown in the MathML Preview area at the but-
tom of the Equation Editor.

� Save the new equation in the directory you just created for this exam-
ple.

� Click [New] to clear the equation editor.

� Create eqution (5) loading the same notation as in the previous one.

� Again, try to enter the latex code without looking at the code below
and press [Generate MathML] to have the latex expression rendered.
If the translation fails, an upcoming dialog provides information about
the reason of the error. That information should help you to improve
the latex expression so that it can be translated. If you closed the
dialog window, you can always find the error messages in the tab
Information in the Editor Bar on the left hand side.
If you had trouble entering the equation properly, you may use the
following expression:

y_{i}=K^{LV}_{o,i}\cdot x_{i}

� Save the equation in the directory for this example

� Create equations for the summation relation. The necessary latex
expressions are shown below. If you like you can use the [Save As]
functionality to facilitate your work.

1 =\sum_{i=1}^{NC}{x_{i}}

1 =\sum_{i=1}^{NC}{y_{i}}

1 =\sum_{i=1}^{NC}{z_{i}}

Creating the Equation System

� Choose the EQ System Editor in the Editor Bar at the left hand side.

� First load the notation for this example in the same way it was done
in the Equation Editor.

� Activate the tab Connected Elements and click [Add].

� In the appearing dialog, click on [Change] next to the upmost field and
select the first equation for the flash example.

� Click [Submit]. The equation should be listed in the table now.

� Add the other equations in the same way.

� Save the equation system in the directory for this example.
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Evaluation: Using the Equation System to state a Simulation
Problem

� Choose Evaluation Editor in the Editor Bar.

� In the tab Equation System click on [Change] and select the equation
system that has been created in the last steps.

� Activate the tab Indexing. The table on top of the appearing area
should contain exactly one line where the column Name contains the
value i and the column Max Gen contains the value NC. Click into
the Max Val cell of this line and enter the number ’3’. This way you
give the Maximum Generic Value NC for i the value ’3’. Leave the
cell or press Enter.

� Click [Change] to apply the new index specification to the equation
system. (You can savely answer [OK] in the appearing dialog).

� Now choose the tab Instance to have a look at the resulting instanti-
ated equation system. Note that there are three equations for (4) and
(5) each and that the summation equations have changed too.

� Go to the tab Variable Specification. Here you will specify the
design variables, bringing the Degree of Freedom indicated in the
upper left of the operating area to zero.

� Before you proceed, however, click at the variable KLV
o,i=2 and have

a look at the Notation Information Field at the bottom of the user
interface. You will notice that for every selected variable listed in one
of the tables the information you provided in the notation in the first
step of this tutorial is presented here to assist you in your work.

� Select the variable F in the list of Iteration Variables and move it
to the list of Design Variables by clicking [>>]

� Move the other variables indicated in the ’Problem Description’ above
in the same way. Hint: multiple selection is supported like in your
operating system.

� Enter the Value for F by clicking into the corresponding cell. After
you have entered the value (here: 2), leave the cell or press Enter.

� Enter the values for the other design variables in the same way.

� Now you need to specify guess values for the Iteration Variables.
Hint: you can again make use of the multiple selection functionality.
Select all molar fractions, click into the selection with the right mouse
key and use the appearing dialog to enter the value 0.3 . Select B and
D and set them to the value 1.
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� Change to the Evaluation tab. If everything is ok, the [Generate
Code] button should be activated. (Otherwise please have a look at
the Status of Information in the middle of the editor where you
find hints to solve the problem).

� In the drop down list Code Gen select the code generator GSL Hybrid.

� To create the problem solving code press [Generate Code].

� Press [Evaluate] to have the code executed on the server.

� Select the tab Results to have a look at the solution.
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3 Differential equation systems I - ODEs

In this tutorial the Van der Pol Oscillator will be implemented. The problem
is stated as follows:

Equation System Van der Pol

d x

d t
= y (16)

d y

d t
= a · (1− (x)2) · y − x (17)

Notation Diff Eqs

Base Names:

Name Description

a parameter a
t differential variable t
x value x
y value y

Evaluation

� Design value

a = 5 (18)

� Differential variable and initial values for the state variables

t ∈ [0, 20] (19)

x = 2.0 (20)

y = 0 (21)

Requirements It is assumed that you have basic knowledge about Nota-
tions, Equations, and Equation Systems in MOSAIC. If you do not know
how to create and modify these model elements, please work through 1
Getting Started - Create and solve a very simple model first.

Creating the Notation

� Create a Notation and enter the names as Base Names. If you need
help, please follow Creating the Notation in tutorial 1.

� Note that the differential variable t is part of the notation as well. As
far as the Notation is concerned, there is no difference between the
identifiers a, t, x, and y.
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Creating the equations

� In MosaicLatex there is a special command for the differential opera-
tor.

To create dA
dB please use the code

\diff{A}{B}

� In the current version, MOSAIC only allows first order ordinary dif-
ferential equations. The differential operator must be on the left hand
side.

� Enter the equations one by one as described in Creating the equa-
tions in tutorial 1.

� If you had problems in entering correct code, use the following

For Equation (16):

\diff{x}{t} = y

For Equation (17):

\diff{y}{t} = a \cdot (1-(x)^{2})\cdot y - x

Creating the equation system

� The equations can be added to an equation system in the usual way.
If you need help, please refer to Creating the equation system in
tutorial 1

Evaluating the equation system

� Load the equation system in the Evaluation Editor and go the tab
named Specification List. If you need help, see Evaluating the
equation system in tutorial 1

� You will note that x and y are already sorted into the table named
State Variables while the differential variable t is put correctly into
a corresponding section on the right hand side of the user interface.

� Enter the initial values for the state variables and the value for the
design variable as stated above in the paragraph Evaluation of the
problem description.

� Enter the limits of the interval of the differential variable t in the fields
named Start and End.
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� Go to the tab named Evaluation and make sure that the language
specificator C++ BzzMath ODE Stiff is activated in Code Gen in the
Execute section. Press [Generate Code] and then [Evaluate] to solve
the equation system on the modeling server.

� Select the tab Results. In the now visible section select the tab DE

Variable Values. Here you find the trajectory list for the differential
variable and the state variables.

� Select the tab DE Plot Results and tick the boxes for x and y in the
column Plot of the variables table.

This is the end of the first section of this tutorial. You have learned how
to create and evaluate ordinary differential equation systems in MOSAIC.

4 Differential equation systems II - DAEs

In this tutorial the differential algebraic equation system of the Robertson
Problem will be solved. The full problem is described as follows:

Equation System Van der Pol

d x

d t
= −a · x+ b · y · z (22)

d y

d t
= a · x− b · y · z − c · (y)2 (23)

1 = x+ y + z (24)

Notation Diff Eqs

Base Names:

Name Description

a parameter a
b parameter b
c parameter c
t differential variable t
x value x
y value y
z value z

Evaluation

� Design values

a = 0.04 (25)

b = 1e4 (26)

c = 3e7 (27)
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� Differential variable and initial values for the state variables

t ∈ [1e− 7, 1e7] (28)

x = 1.0 (29)

y = 0.0 (30)

z = 1e− 3 (31)

Notation, equations, and equation system

� Use the same notation as in the Van der Pol example. Only add the
missing variables.

� Create the equations and the equation system. Please try to type the
equations yourself. If you have problems in entering the code, you may
use the following expressions

For Equation (22):

\diff{x}{t}= -a\cdot x + b \cdot y \cdot z

For Equation (23):

\diff{y}{t}= a\cdot x - b\cdot y\cdot z - c\cdot (y)^{2}

For Equation (24):

1=x+y+z

Evaluation

� Load the equation system into the Evaluation Editor and select the
tab Variable Specification

� Declare z as a state variable by moving it to the table named State

Variables (to do so, select z in the table Disign Variables and press
[<<]).

� Specify the values for the design variables and the state variables in
the corresponding table cells.

� Specify 1e − 7 as the start value and 1e7 as the end value of the
differential variable t in the corresponding fields at the right hand side
of the user interface.

� Go to the tab named Evaluation and make sure that the language
specificator C++ BzzMath DAE Obj is activated in Code Gen in the
Execute section. Press [Generate Code] and then [Evaluate] to solve
the equation system on the modeling server.
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� Select the tab Results and in the now visible section select the tab
DE Plot Results and tick the box for the variable x in the column
Plot of the variables table.

� On the lower right hand side of the user interface, below X-Axis Scale

select Logarithmic.

� Activate the graph of the variable z by ticking its box in the variables
table.

� HINT: If a selected graph does not show after ticking the corresponding
box, unselect it and then select it again.

� Activate the graph of the variable y. The values of y are too small
to visualize changes in the same graph with x and z without any
adjustments. To make the changes of y over t visible in the graph,
specify a scaling factor of 1e4 in the column Resizing in the row of y.

Here is the end of this tutorial section. You have learned how to work
with differential equations and how to use the plotting functionality of MO-
SAIC.
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5 Connection techniques I - naming policy ’inte-
grate’

This tutorial section covers the basic use of equations or equation systems
that use different notations. It is assumed that you have worked through
the tutorial parts 1 Getting Started - Create and solve a very simple
model and 2 Notations and Variables - Superscripts, Subscripts,
Indices.

5.1 Rules

The basic contract of the naming policy ’integrate’ is as follows:

� Basic rule: If an equation or equation system (sub element) is con-
nected to a super equation system (super element) uses another no-
tation than the super notation, then all variable names of the sub
element have to be translated.

� Result: After parsing, all variables have a top level naming according
to the super notation.

5.2 ’Integrate’ case a: All elements use the same notation.

This is the standard case where no translation is necessary. It is only listed
here for the sake of completeness.

Equation System itgr a

xi=1 + b · xi=2 = d (32)

c · (xi=2)
2 = −a+ xi=1 (33)

Notation x

Base Names:

Name Description

x values
a param a
b param b
c param c
d param d

Indices:
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Name Description

i value index, max val: Ni

Figure 1: Graph of the variable interpretation

Problem description

Design variables and their corresponding values:

a = 1

b = 3

c = −0.5

d = 1

Iteration variables and their corresponding guess values:

xi=1 = 5

xi=2 = 5

Expected solution:

xi=1 = −17

xi=2 = 6

Repeating the basics If you do not know how to enter the above equa-
tion system and solve the derived problem in MOSAIC, then you should
work through (or revisit) the tutorial parts 1 and 2.
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5.3 ’Integrate’ case b: A connected equation uses another
notation.

In this case (only) one sub equation has a different notation. This is similar
to the scenario where you establish your equations in your notation and use
some equations from a collaborating developer who uses his own notation.

Equation System itgr b

yj=1 + β · yj=2 = γ (34)

δ · (yj=2)
2 = −α+ yj=1 (35)

Notation y

Base Names:

Name Description

y values
α param 1
β param 2
γ param 3
δ param 4

Indices:

Name Description

j value index, max val: Nj

Collaboration

Equation (34) excists in a collaborating project. To avoid reimplemen-
tation the existing equation (36) is used here. In the other project another
notation is used. To be able to use equations of the other project, a connec-
tor must be created, that translates into the notation used in this project.

Equation one

xi=1 + b · xi=2 = c (36)

Notation x

Base Names:
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Name Description

x values
a param 1
b param 2
c param 3
d param 4

Indices:

Name Description

i value index, max val: Ni

Connector one

� Subnotation: Notation x

� Supernotation: Notation y

� Value list:

xi → yj
a → α
b → β
c → γ
d → δ

Figure 2: Graph of the variable interpretation

Problem description
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Design variables with their values:

α = 2

β = 3

γ = 2

δ = 3

Iteration variables with guess values:

yj=1 = 1

yj=2 = 1

Expected solution:

yj=1 = 2.16

yj=2 = 0.28

Creating the equations and the notations As a preparation of this
tutorial the basic model elements must be created:

� Create ’Notation y’ and ’Equation two’ as it is used in your own project
(see eq. 35).

� Create ’Notation x’ and ’Equation one’ as it is present in the collabo-
rating project (see eq. 36).

Creating the connector Now it is necessary to create a connector, which
is basically a list of synonymous variable names. The connector to be created
is given in the specifications above but repeated here for convenience:

Connector one

� Subnotation: Notation x

� Supernotation: Notation y

� Value list:

xi → yj
a → α
b → β
c → γ
d → δ

Every connector consists of three pieces of information: The sub nota-
tion, the super notation and a variable matching list. However, there are
several ways to create a connector. The standard way is to specify the sub
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and super notation directly and create the variable namings that need to
be matched by hand. If you already have connectible elements (equations
or equation systems) that you want to match, you can also load them into
the Connector Editor. In this case the notations and the variable nam-
ings are extracted from the loaded connected elements, which usually saves
much work. The stored information, however, is still only the sub notation,
the super notation and the variable matching list. In this introductory ex-
ample the latter case is shown. To create the connector based on existing
connectible elements do the following:

� Select the Connector Editor in the Editor Bar on the left hand side.

� Activate the tab Set Notations. You see two sections, one for the
Sub Element and one for the Super Element. Both sections contain
a field to load a connected element (Con. Element) and a field to
load a Notation.

� In the section for the Sub Element activate Con. Element and press
the [Change] button of the associated file selection area.

� Select the file for ’Equation one’.

� Let’s take a look at the results of the last action:

– The Notation file panel shows the notation used by ’Equation
one’.

– If you activate the tab Explicit Matching, you find all variable
namings of equation one in a list called Sub Notation

– If you activate the tab View Notation, you will find the notation
has been loaded into a detailed view panel similar to the Notation
Editor.

� Go back to the tab Set Notations

� Within the specification of the Super Element activate Con. Element

and press the [Change] button on the right hand side of this area.

� Now select the file for ’Equation two’. (Strictly, ’itgr b’ is the super
element. But ’Equation two’ uses the same notation and contains all
necessary variables names).

� The variable names of ’Equation two’ and information about the cor-
responding notation, ’Notation y’ should be present in the editor now,
just as it was shown for the sub element.

� Now the matching of the variables must be specified. Change to the
tab Explicit Matching.
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� For the correct translation of the variables of ’Equation one’ it is suf-
ficient to specify a matching for b, c, and xi.

� We will start with b. To specify the corresponding name, β, press [New
Super] and type \beta into the field Tex Expression. Press [Update
MathML] and then [OK].

� Select both b in the Sub Notation list and β in the Super Notation

list and press [Match]

� It is useful to test the translation results of the new connector. To
do so, select the tab Test Connector and load the sub equation or
equation system for which the translation should be tested. For this
tutorial load ’Equation one’ and look at the results.

� Add another synonym information for c, creating \gamma and matching
the names as described in the previous step.

� Now you could match xi=1 and xi=2 separately to yj=1 and yj=2. How-
ever, this would not be very efficient. Instead you should match the
indiced variable in a generic way:

� Create a New Sub xi and a New Super yj and match them.

� At all times you may look at the contents of the connector by select-
ing the tab View Connector. Further you may always look at the
matching results in the tab Test Connector.

� Save the connector as ’Connector one’.

� Up to now the connector is sufficient for the above example case. To
obtain a connector that is able to translate all symbols of ’Notation
x’ into symbols of ’Notation y’ you need to create the sub variable
namings a and d and match them with the super variable namings α
and δ.

Using the connector (during creation of the equation system)

� Choose the EQ System Editor in the Editor Bar at the left hand side.

� First load ’Notation y’ into the Notation section of this editor.

� To connect ’Equation one’ press [Add].

� Select ’Equation one’ as usual in the Edit Connection to Element

but do not press [Submit].

� Still in the dialog check the box for Use connector.
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� Press [Change] next to the now activated text field and choose the file
for ’Connector one’ that you created above.

� Press [Submit]

� The connector name is shown in the table row for ’Equation one’.

� Add ’Equation two’ in the usual way without specifying any connector.

Differences when evaluating the equation system

� In the Evaluation Editor activate the tab Equation System and load
the equation system as usual.

� You will see that the equations are presented in their original notation.

� Specify the maximum index value NC = 2 in the Indexing tab.

� Now have a look at the presentation in the Instance tab. Here, both
equations are presented in the symbols corresponding to the super
notation (’Notation y’).

� Change to tab Variable Specification.

� Select the variable β. Remember that this variable has the variable
name b in the original notation.

� Look at the lower end of the editor at the Notation Information Panel.
At the left hand side you see the symbol β and next to it an activated
arrow button pointing down. Press this button [↓]. You will see that
the symbol changes from β to b and the notation information at the
right hand side shows the description for b provided by ’Notation x’.

� Using the buttons [↑] and [↓] you can change between the two namings.
Pressing [T] displays the Top Level Naming, which is the naming that
is actually used to distinguish the variables from each other.

� Enter the variable specification given in the model and problem de-
scription and solve the problem.

5.4 ’Integrate’ case c: All connected equation systems use a
different notation from the desired one.

This is the most general (but most rare) case. All connected sub elements
use different notations from the super notation.

Equation System itgr c
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zk=1 +B · zk=2 = C (37)

D · (zk=2)
2 = −A+ zk=1 (38)

Notation z

Base Names:

Name Description

z values
A param 1
B param 2
C param 3
D param 4

Indices:

Name Description

k value index, max val: Nk

Collaboration
Equations (37) and (38) exist in other projects. To avoid reimplemen-

tation of the existing equations (36) and (35) are used here. Applicable
connectors are used to translate between the notations.

Equation one

xi=1 + b · xi=2 = c (36)

Notation x

Base Names:

Name Description

x values
a param 1
b param 2
c param 3
d param 4

Indices:

Name Description

i value index, max val: Ni
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Connector two

� Subnotation: Notation x

� Supernotation: Notation z

� Value list:

xi → zk
a → A
b → B
c → C
d → D

Equation two

δ · (yj=2)
2 = −α+ yj=1 (35)

Notation y

Base Names:

Name Description

y values
α param 1
β param 2
γ param 3
δ param 4

Indices:

Name Description

j value index, max val: Nj

Connector three

� Subnotation: Notation y

� Supernotation: Notation z

� Value list:

yj → zk
α → A
β → B
γ → C
δ → D
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Figure 3: Graph of the variable interpretation

Problem description

Design variables with values:

A = 2.5

B = −3.5

C = 1

D = 1.5

Iteration variables with guess values:

zk=1 = 0

zk=2 = 0

Expected result:

zk=1 = 2.29

zk=2 = 0.37

Equations and the notations As a preparation of this tutorial the basic
model elements must be present:

� You may use ’Equation one’ and ’Equation two’ as well as ’Notation
x’ and ’Notation y’ from the previous section (5.3 ’Integrate’ case
b: A connected equation uses another notation).

� Create ’Notation z’ as specified above.
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Creating the connectors In the previous section it was explained how a
connector can be created based on existing equations or equation systems.
Now it will be explained how to create a connector based directly on the
notations.

� Select the Connector Editor in the Editor Bar on the left hand side.

� Activate the tab Set Notations.

� In the section for the Sub Element activate Notation and press the
[Change] button of the associated file selection area.

� Select the file for ’Notation y’.

� Now activate Notation in the section for the Super Element and press
the [Change] button.

� Select the file for ’Notation z’.

� Switch to tab Explicit Matching.

� Create the new sub variable namings α, β, γ, δ and yj . (For each
variable naming press [New Sub] and in the appearing dialog enter the
latex expression, press [Update MathML] and [OK]).

� Create the new super variable namings A, B, C, D and zk.

� Match the variables according to the list given in the above model
description for ’Connector two’.

� Test the connector for ’Equation two’ in the Test Connector.

� Save the connector (Connector two).

� Press [New] in the file panel of the Connector Editor.

� Create ’Connector three’ according to the above model description.

Using the connectors when creating the equation system

� Activate the EQ System Editor and load ’Notation z’.

� Press [Add]. In the Edit Connection to Element dialog load ’Equa-
ton one’, chick Use connector and specify ’Connector two’ in the
corresponding file area. Press Submit to close the dialog.

� Add ’Equation two’ specifying ’Connector three’ for its connection.

� Save the equation system.
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Differences in the evaluation

� In the Evaluation Editor load the equation system, specify the maxi-
mum index value as 2 for instantiation.

� In the tab Variable Specification select the variable zi=1.

� In the Notation Information Panel at the bottom scroll through the
different namings of this variable by using the [↓] and [↑] buttons. You
should find yj=1 and xi=1 as further namings. [T] brings you back to
the top level naming (zk=1).

� Solve the simulation problem according to the data given above.
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6 Connection techniques II - naming policy ’en-
capsulate’

It is assumed that you worked through section 5 Connection techniques
I - naming policy ’integrate’.

6.1 Rules

The basic contract of the naming policy ’encapsulate’ is as follows:

� Basic rule: If an equation or equation system (sub element) is con-
nected to a super equation system (super element) uses another no-
tation than the super notation, then only those variable names of the
sub element have to be translated that are specified by the connector.
All other variable names of the sub element keep their original naming.
The distinction between variables in the different naming conventions
is assured by name spaces.

� Result: When considering the sub element, only the translated vari-
ables have a top level naming according to the super notation.

6.2 ’Encapsulate’ case a: Two notations involved.

In this example case one connected equation uses a different notation. Only
one (generic) variable needs to be translated as the other variables do not
appear in the super equation system (not even within the naming convention
of the super notation).

Equation System ’encaps a’

yj=1 + β · yj=2 = γ (34)

δ · (yj=2)
2 = −α+ yj=1 (35)

Notation y

Base Names:

Name Description

y values
α param 1
β param 2
γ param 3
δ param 4
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Indices:

Name Description

j value index, max val: Nj

Collaboration

In this example, equation (34) is taken from another project. To avoid
reimplementation the existing equation (36) using ’Notation x’ is employed
here.

Equation one

xi=1 + b · xi=2 = c (36)

Notation x

Base Names:

Name Description

x values
a param 1
b param 2
c param 3
d param 4

Indices:

Name Description

i value index, max val: Ni

Connector selective one

� Subnotation: Notation x

� Supernotation: Notation y

� Value list:

xi → yj
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Figure 4: Graph of the variable interpretation

After the parsing process the equations have the following appearance:

e0.yj=1 + e1.b · e0.yj=2 = e1.c (34’)

e0.δ · (e0.yj=2)
2 = −e0.α+ e0.yj=1 (35’)

Alternatively, the user can decide to view the equations without namespaces:

yj=1 + b · yj=2 = c (34”)

δ · (yj=2)
2 = −α+ yj=1 (35”)

This view, however, might be confusing as names of variables can be con-
founded.

Problem description

Design variables with values:

e0.α = 1

e0.δ = 2

e1.b = 1

e1.c = 3

Iteration variables with guess values:

e0.yj=1 = 1

e0.yj=2 = 1

Iteration variables with result values:

e0.yj=1 = 2.22

e0.yj=2 = 0.78
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Re-use of model elements This section is based on previous sections.
Usually you should have created many of the needed model parts. We will
try to use as much of the existing parts as possible.

Creating the connector

� In the Connector Editor open ’Connector one’ that you have created
in section 5.3 and save it as a new one named ’Connector selective
one’.

� Activate tab Explicit Matching.

� In the table Matching select the row for b and β.

� Press [Break]. The symbols b and β should have been removed from
the Matching table and be present in the tables Sub Notation and
Super Notation respectively.

� Remove all matchings except for xi → yi from the Matching table as
described above.

� In the Test Connector tab load ’Equation one’ created in section 5.3.
If everything went well, only the instances of xi should be matched to
instances of yi.

� Save the connector.

Creating the equation system

� In the EQ System Editor specify ’Notation y’ as the equation system’s
notation.

� Press [Add] in the lower right corner, which brings up the Edit Connection

to Element dialog.

� In the dialog press [Change] for the Conn. Elem. field.

� Select ’Equation one’ created in section 5.3.

� In the Edit Connection to Element dialog use the drop down list
box next to Naming policy and change the value to encapsulate.

� In the Advanced section tick the field Use connector and press [Change]
next to the corresponding field.

� Select ’Connector selective one’, which you created above in this tuto-
rial.

� Press Submit.
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� Add ’Equation two’ created in section 5.3 using the naming policy
’integrated’ and without loading any connector.

� Save the equation system.

Evaluating the equation system

� Activate the Evaluation Editor and load the equation system ’en-
caps a’ you just created.

� In the Indexing tab specify 2 as a maximum value for the index i.

� Now have a look at the equation system in the Instance tab. You
should see the equation system in the view of (34”) and (35”) above.

� Press [Name Spaces], which toggles the views between the name space
free above and the one view of (34’) and (35’).

� On the tab Info you find the specification of the two name spaces
involved.

� Solve the modeling task as usual entering the rest of the information
given under Problem description above.

6.3 ’Encapsulate’ case b: Three notations involved.

In this example the connected equations have different notations. They have
only one common (generic) variable zi = yi = xi. Using the naming policy
encapsulate makes it possible to specify only the translation of this common
variable and to assure at the same time that all other variables are not
matched by accident.

Equation System ’encaps b’

zk=1 +B · zk=2 = C (37)

D · (zk=2)
2 = −A+ zk=1 (38)

Notation z

Base Names:

Name Description

z values
A param 1
B param 2
C param 3
D param 4
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Indices:

Name Description

k value index, max val: Nk

Collaboration
In this example, equations (37) and (38) are taken from other projects.

To avoid reimplementation, the existing equations (36) and (35) are used
here. The only translation is made to zi from xi and yi respectively.

Equation one

xi=1 + b · xi=2 = c (36)

Notation x

Base Names:

Name Description

x values
a param 1
b param 2
c param 3
d param 4

Indices:

Name Description

i value index

Connector x-z

� Subnotation: Notation x

� Supernotation: Notation z

� Value list:

xi → zk

Equation two

yj=1 + β · yj=2 = γ (35)

Notation y

Base Names:
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Name Description

y values
α param 1
β param 2
γ param 3
δ param 4

Indices:

Name Description

j value index, max val: Nj

Connector y-z

� Subnotation: Notation y

� Supernotation: Notation z

� Value list:

yj → zk

Figure 5: Graph of the variable interpretation

View of the equation system with name spaces:

e1.zk=1 + e2.b · e1.zk=2 = e2.c (37’)

e0.δ · (e1.zk=2)
2 = −e0.α+ e1.zk=1 (38’)

View of the the equation system without names paces:

zk=1 + b · zk=2 = c (37”)

δ · (zk=2)
2 = −α+ zk=1 (38”)
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Problem description

Design Variables with values:

e0.α = 1.0

e0.δ = 2.3

e2.b = 3.5

e2.c = 4.5

Iteration Variables with guess values:

e1.zk=1 = 1

e1.zk=2 = 1

Iteration Variables with result values:

e1.zk=1 = 2.27

e1.zk=2 = 0.74

Creating the connectors and the equation system

� Create the connectors ’Connector x-z’ and ’Connector y-z’.

� Create the equation system ’encaps b’ using ’Notation z’.

� Add ’Equation one’ to ’encaps b’ specifying the naming policy as ’en-
capsulate’ and choosing ’Connector x-z’.

� Add ’Equation two’ to ’encaps b’ as ’encapsulate’ and choose ’Con-
nector y-z’.

Evaluating the equation system

� Load equation system ’encaps b’ into the Evaluation Editor and spec-
ify the maximum value of the index k to 2.

� Look again at the instance of the equation system in the Instance

tab and toggle between the different views using the [Name Spaces]
button.

� In the Info tab the three name spaces are specified.

� In the Variable Specification tab select the variable zk=1 and use
the buttons [T], [↓] and [↑] to navigate between the different namings
of this variable.

� Enter the missing pieces of the problem description and solve the prob-
lem.
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7 Ports and Streams I - Defining units by adding
ports

In this tutorial section it is assumed that the pars 5 Connection tech-
niques I - naming policy ’integrate’ and 6 Connection techniques
II - naming policy ’encapsulate’ have been worked through.

In this section the use of ports in MOSAIC is introduced. Ports are
useful to define standardized input and output variables and make equation
systems more usable like a unit in the process systems engineering sense.

In MOSAIC there is no fixed specification of the variables in a port or
stream. In fact ports and streams can be defined by the modeler and the
variable definitions used therein are reusable.

The small example given above is not related to process systems engi-
neering and consequently it does not use any physical values. To make the
concepts more transparent, however, some variables are related to colors.

7.1 Preparations

Example equation system (colors) The following equation system and
notation are used as a starting point for this tutorial. As you will see colors
are used in the description of the variables.

Equation system ’eqsys small latin’

� Notation: ’nota small latin’

� Equations:

Equation ’eq small latin one’:

a+ e · b+ f · (c)2 =
g

d
(39)

Equation ’eq small latin two’:

h · a+m · (b)3 = d (40)
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Notation ’nota small latin’

� Base Names

a light blue value
b dark blue value
c light green value
d dark green value
e yellow value
f pink value
g light gray value
h dark gray value
m black value

Task

� Create notation ’nota small latin’ and ’eqsys small latin’. When cre-
ating the notation, please use the colors given in the description as
they will help to intuitively distinguish the variables later.

7.2 Standardization via modular Interfaces

As mentioned above, the specification of the variables contained in a port
or stream must be defined by the user. This is done by the help of a model
element called Interface. An Interface contains a list of variables and a
Notation defining their meaning. Such an interface can is used in ports as
a modular means of standardization.

Motivating example An Interface for a chemical engineering unit could
contain the variables F , zi, P , T and w. The notation for such an interface
would explain F as molar feed stream, zi as molar fraction of the composition
(phase independent), P as pressure, T as temperature, and w as vapor
fraction. This interface can be used in ports for units that define material
streams with the above mentioned contents.

Continuing the tutorial example (colors) In the tutorial example
we want define an interface for light and dark color values. We will use
the interface for the equation system ’eqsys small latin’ created above, to
demonstrate the generality of the concept we use a different notation in the
interface.
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Interface ’itfc small greek’

� Notation: ’nota small greek’

� Variables

λ, τ

Notation ’nota small greek’

� Base Names

λ light color value
τ dark color value

Work flow to create the interface

� Create notation ’nota small greek’.

� Select the Interface Editor in the Editor Bar on the left hand side.

� Load notation ’nota small greek’ in the Notation file panel.

� Below the table Variable Naming press [Add] and create the Variable
Naming λ (latex: \lambda).

� Create τ (latex: \tau) in the same way.

� Save the Interface.

7.3 Creating units from equation systems and interfaces

Now we will use the Interface to add ports to the equation system ’eqsys small latin’
created above. A Port contains an Interface and a Connector that defines the
mapping of the variables of the equation system to the Interface variables.
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Unit ’unit small latin’

� Equation system: ’eqs small latin’

� Ports:

– ’port blue’:

* Interface: ’itfc small greek’

* Connector: ’conn small latin port blue’

– ’port green’:

* Interface: ’itfc small greek’

* Connector: ’conn small latin port green’

Connector ’conn small latin port blue’

� Subnotation: ’nota small latin’

� Supernotation: ’nota small greek’

� Value list:

a → λ
b → τ

Connector ’conn small latin port green’

� Subnotation: ’nota small latin’

� Supernotation: ’nota small greek’

� Value list:

c → λ
d → τ

Work flow for creating the unit

� Create the connectors ’conn small latin port blue’ and ’conn small latin port green’
as specified above.

� Select the EQ System Editor and create a new equation system that
uses the notation ’nota small latin’.
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� Activate the Connected Elements tab and add the equation system
’eqsys small latin’ using the naming policy integrate (and without any
connector).

� Activate the External Ports tab. Here the ports of the unit can be
specified.

� To define port ’blue’ press [Add] in the lower right corner. This will
display the Edit External Port dialog, which allows you to enter all
data listed in the port sections above.

� In the text field Port Name enter ’blue’.

� Press [Change] in the Interface file panel and load ’itfc small greek’.

� Press [Change] in the Connector file panel and load ’conn small latin port blue’

� Press [OK] to close the dialog.

� Repeat the above steps for port ’green’.

� Save the equation system as ’unit small latin’.

Recapitulation We created a unit with ports based on a simple equation
system. The concurrence of the model elements is visualized in figure 6.
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Figure 6: Equation system ’unit small latin’ and the related model elements.

Evaluating the unit The unit can be evaluated like other equation sys-
tems. However, the variable namings are added for the port variables.

� Load the equation system ’unit small latin’ in the Evaluation Editor.

� Activate the tab Instance.

� Push down the button [Ports Level]. If Ports Level mode is acti-
vated the port variables are displayed by the variable namings defined
in the interface.

� As you use two ports with the same interface, this display is ambigu-
ous. Push [Name Spaces], which displays the name space information
for each variable. To know which port p0 and p1 are referring to, you
may look at tab Info.

� Activate tab Variable Specification and select variable a. Look at
the different variable namings of this variable by the help of the [T],
[↑] and [↓] buttons.
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7.4 A second unit as preparation for the next steps

In the next tutorial section two units will be connected by streams. As a
preparation and for practice we will create this second unit.

Tasks

� Create ’nota cap latin’ and ’eqsys cap latin’ as they are stated above.
Please stick to the descriptions given in the notation.

Equation system ’eqsys cap latin’

� Notation: ’nota cap latin’

� Equations:

Equation ’eq cap latin one’:

(A)2 + E/B + F · C = D (41)

Equation ’eq cap latin two’:

B +G · C = (D)2 (42)

Notation ’nota cap latin’

A the Pale Purple Value
B the Deep Purple Value
C the Pale Yellow Value
B the Deep Yellow Value
E the Red Value
F the Pink Value
G the Orange Value

� Create the notation ’nota cap greek’ and the interface ’itfc cap greek’
specified below.

Interface ’itfc cap greek’

� Notation: ’nota cap greek’

� Variables:

Λ, Ω
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Notation ’nota cap greek’

� Base Names

Λ Pale Color Value
Ω Deep Color Value

� Create the connectors ’conn cap latin port purple’ and ’conn cap latin port purple’.

� Finally create the equation system ’unit cap latin’.

Unit ’unit cap latin’

� Equation system: ’eqs cap latin’

� Ports:

– ’port purple’

* Interface: ’itfc cap greek’

* Connector: ’conn cap latin port purple’

– ’port yellow’:

* Interface: ’itfc cap greek’

* Connector: ’conn cap latin port yellow’

Connector ’conn cap latin port purple’

� Subnotation: ’nota cap latin’

� Supernotation: ’nota cap greek’

� Value list:

A → Λ
B → Ω
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Connector ’conn cap latin port yellow’

� Subnotation: ’nota cap latin’

� Supernotation: ’nota cap greek’

� Value list:

C → Λ
D → Ω

Recapitulation The concurrence of the model elements is visualized in
figure 7.

Figure 7: Equation system ’unit cap latin’ and the related model elements.
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8 Ports and Streams II - Using streams to connect
ports of units

In this section the units created in the tutorial 7 Ports and Streams I -
Defining units by adding ports are assembled by connecting their ports
via streams.

A Stream in MOSAIC consists of an Interface and of a specification of
the two ports that are connected.

Preparation task

� Create the Notation ’nota stream’ and the Interface ’itfc stream’ spec-
ified below.

Interface ’itfc stream’

� Notation: ’nota stream’

� Variables:

L, T

Notation ’nota stream’

� Base Names

L var L
T var T

Equation system with streams The equation system below contains
two equation systems that are connected by streams.
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Equation system ’first general process’

� Connected equation systems

– ’unit small latin’

– ’unit cap latin’

� Streams

– Stream 0:

* Interface: ’itfc stream’

* Port One:

· Unit port: ’unit small latin’.’port blue’

· Connector: ’conn i small greek to i stream’

* Port Two:

· Unit port: ’unit cap latin’.’port purple’

· Connector: ’conn i cap greek to i stream’

– Stream 1:

* Interface: ’itfc stream’

* Port One:

· Unit port: ’unit small latin’.’port green’

· Connector: ’conn i small greek to i stream’

* Port Two:

· Unit port: ’unit cap latin’.’port yellow’

· Connector: ’conn i cap greek to i stream’

Connector ’conn i small greek to i stream’

� Subnotation: ’nota small greek’

� Supernotation: ’nota stream’

� Value list:

λ → L
τ → T
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Connector ’conn i cap greek to i stream’

� Subnotation: ’nota cap greek’

� Supernotation: ’nota stream’

� Value list:

Λ → L
Ω → T

Tasks

� Create the connectors ’conn i small greek to i stream’ and ’conn i cap greek to i stream’.

� Select the EQ System Editor, activate tab Connected Elements, press
[Add] and load ’unit small latin’ (do not yet close the dialog).

� Make sure that the Naming policy is set to streams and close the
dialog.

� Add the equation system ’unit cap latin’ in the same way.

� Activate the tab Internal Streams

� Press [Add], which opens the Edit Stream Connection dialog.

� In the Relation section load Interface ’itfc stream’.

� In the Port One section press [Change] next to the Port text field.
This opens the Choose Port dialog.

� In the upper table of the Choose Port dialog you see all equation
systems that are present in this equation system. Click the row for
’unit small latin’. You see the ports of ’unit small latin’ in the lower
table. Select ’port blue’ (click into the row). Press [OK] to close the
Choose Port dialog.

� Still in the Port One section load the Connector ’conn i small greek to i stream’.

� In the Port Two section press [Change] next to the Port text field and
select ’unit cap latin’ and port ’port purple’.

� Load Connector ’conn i cap greek to i stream’ for Port Two.

� Press [OK] to close the Edit Stream Connection dialog.

� Add the second stream as specified in the description above.

� Save the equation system as ’first general process’.
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9 Parameter lists I - basic use

It is recommended that you work through section 5 Connection tech-
niques I - naming policy ’integrate’ before you start here.

In MOSAIC the use of the variables of an equation system is generally
left unspecified until the evaluation step where the problem description is
added. In many cases it is useful, however, to classify some variables of an
equation or function as a parameter right from the beginning. The basic
handling of this feature is described in this tutorial.

9.1 Rules

� Parameters are classified into a separate group.

� Within the same name space parameters of the same name are assumed
to be as the same parameter.

9.2 Example problem

Equation System One

xi=1 + b · xi=2 = c+A (43)

c · (xi=2)
2 = −a+ xi=1 + 0.5 ·A (44)

Notation x

Base Names:

Name Description

x values
a param a
b param b
c param c
d param d

Indices:

Name Description

i value index

Parameter List One

A

Variables as described by ’Notation z’, see section 5.4.
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Problem description

Design variables and their corresponding values:

a = 1

b = 1.5

c = −1

Parameter and the corresponding value:

A = −2.5

Iteration variables and their corresponding guess values:

xi=1 = 0

xi=2 = 0

Expected solution:

xi=1 = −0.8563

xi=2 = −1.7625

Creating the necessary notations

� Create ’Notation x’ and ’Notation z’ as specified above or in section
5.4. If you already created these notations in previous tutorials, you
may use them here.

Creating the parameter list

� Select the Param List Editor in the Editor Bar at the left hand side.

� Press [Change] in the notation file field and load ’Notation z’.

� Press [Add], which opens the Create Variable Naming dialog.

� Write A into the field Tex Expression, press [Update MathML] and
press [OK].

� Save the parameter list.
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Creating the equations using the parameter list

� Select the Equation Editor in the Editor Bar at the left hand side.

� Load ’Notation x’ as a notation for the equation system.

� Below the notation file panel there is a similar file panel for Parameters.
Use this file panel to load the parameter list created before.

� Enter a description for the equation.

� Enter a latex expression for equation (43) into the MosaicLatex sec-
tion.

� As usual press [Generate MathML] and [Test Nota Compliance].

� Save the equation.

� Repeat the above steps for equation (44).

Creating the equation system

� Create a new equation system using ’Notation x’ and connecting the
equations (43) and (44) under the naming policy ’integrate’ without
any connector.

Evaluating the equation system

� Secte the Evaluation Editor in the Editor Bar at the left hand side.

� Load and instantiate the equation system as usual.

� Activate the tab Parameter Specification.

� You should find parameter A in this list with its standard value of 0.

� Change this value according to the problem description above.

� You may save the parameter list, which now constitutes of only one
parameter, in a separate file.

� Enter the missing information according to the above problem descrip-
tion and solve the problem.
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10 Use of functions I - basic principles

This tutorial explains how to use functions in MOSAIC. Functions should be
used whenever it is possible to calculate the value of a variable directly by an
algebraic expression based on the values of other variables. The explanatory
example will solve the following equation system:

Equation system ’eq sys func simple’

Equations

xi=1 + b · xi=2 = A (45)

B · (xi=2)
2 = −a+ xi=1 (46)

Function

A = f(a,B) = 0.5 · (a+B) (47)

Notation ’nota x’

Base Names:

Name Description

a parameter a
A parameter A
b parameter b
B parameter B
x value x

Indices:

Name Description

i index of x, 1..N

Problem description

Maximum value:

N = 2

Design variables and the corresponding values

a = 2.0

b = 1.0

B = −4.0

Iteration variables initialization and expected results
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Case one Case two

Initialization xi=1 = 0.0 xi=1 = −0.5
xi=2 = 0.0 xi=2 = 0.5

Solution xi=1 = −0.25 xi=1 = −2
xi=2 = −0.75 xi=2 = 1

In the example given above there are two equations together with a
function. Instead of introducing another equation to reflect (47), we will
create a general MOSAIC function and apply it once to the equation system:

Function ’mean value’

m(o, p) = 0.5 · (o+ p) (48)

Notation ’nota mean value’

Base Names:

Name Description

m mean value
o value one
p value two

Creating the equations The equations are created as usual (see section
1 Getting Started - Create and solve a very simple model). The
basic work flow for this is:

� Create and store the notation as it is given above for the equations.
Enter the symbols specified below ’nota x’ into this notation.

� Create and store the equations (45) and (46) using the new notation.

Creating the function First the general function (48) will be created.
The following steps have to be done:

� Create and store the notation for the function. This notation must
contain all symbols specified above ’nota mean value’.

� Select the Function Editor in the Editor Bar on the left hand side.

� Load the notation ’nota mean value’ into the field named Notation.

� Write some explanatory text into the Description field.
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� Activate the tab Output Value.

� Click [Edit] or double click into the white area next to the button. A
dialog window pops up where you can enter a variable naming for the
output variable.

� Type m into the field Tex Expression, press [Update MathML], and
then [OK].

� Select the tab Input Values.

� Press [Add] and specify the name o the same way as in the previous
step.

� Repeat the last step to add the output name p.

� Activate the tab Formula Expression.

� Enter the right hand side of (48) into the Tex Expr field. The string
to be entered should be similar to this:

0.5 \cdot (o+p)

� Save the function to make it available in equation systems.

Creating the equation system For detailed help see section 1 Getting
Started - Create and solve a very simple model. The basic work flow
is:

� Add the notation, here you should use the same notation as you did
for the equations (’nota x’).

� Add the equations created in the previous steps.

Adding and applying the function To use the general function created
above, it must be added to the equation system and applied to the variables
concerned. In this context, applying means specifying which variable names
in the equation system are supposed to be the corresponding input and
output variables.

� Select the EQ System Editor in the Editor Bar on the left hand side.

� Activate the tab Functions and press [Add]

� Take a look at the new dialog window named Add Function Usage.

� In this dialog press [Change] on the upper right hand side and choose
the function you created and stored during the previous steps. The
field Preview should now display the function (48).
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� On the left hand side of the dialog you see the Output Naming and the
Input Namings as they are defined in the function. The latter are will
be linked to the desired variable names as they appear in the equation
system, the so called applied namings.

� On the right hand side of the dialog there is a section called Appliances

that contains the tables Output Variable and Input Variables.

� Press [Add] within the Appliances section to create a new function
appliance.

� Take a look at the new dialog window called Edit Function Appliance

� In this dialog double click into the field below Applied Naming or click
[Edit] below that field. This opens another dialog where you can enter
the naming of the output variable in the equation system.

� Enter A into the Tex Expression area and press [Update MathML]
and then [OK].

� Double click into the table row of the variable naming o or select this
row and click [Edit]. Again a dialog is shown where a variable naming
can be entered.

� Enter a into the Tex Expression area and press [Update MathML] and
then [OK].

� In the same way specify B as the applied naming for p.

� Press [OK] in the Edit Function Appliance dialog.

� In the Edit Function Usage dialog the new function appliance should
now be shown in the tables in the Appliances section.

� Press [OK] in the Edit Function Usage dialog.

� Save the equation system.

Evaluating the equation system

� Activate the Evaluation Editor in the Editor Bar on the right hand
side.

� Select the tab Equation System and load the equation system created
in the previous steps.

� In the tab Indexing specify the index maximum value for i as 2 (by
clicking into the cell Max Val).
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� Select the tab Variable Specification. You will find that the vari-
able named A has been automatically classified as calculated variable.

� Manually classify the variables a, b, and B as design variables by
moving them into the corresponding table and give them the values
specified in the problem description indicated in the beginning of this
section.

� Open the tab Evaluation, click [Generate Code] and then [Evaluate].

� Have a look at the output of the solver given in the tab Results.
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11 Use of functions II - applications using indices

This tutorial introduces the use of indices in function appliances. It is rec-
ommended that you work through the previous tutorial first.

Equation system ’eq sys func simple idcs’

Equations

xi = ai + bi (49)

si = yi (50)

Functions

yi = 0.5 · (ai + bi) (51)

Notation ’nota x’

Base Names:

Name Description

a parameter a
A parameter A
b parameter b
B parameter B
s additional value s (new)
x value x
y additional value y (new)

Indices:

Name Description

i index of x, 1..N

Problem description

Maximum value:

N = 2

Design variables and the corresponding values

ai=1 = 1.0

ai=2 = 1.5

bi=1 = 3.0

bi=2 = 3.5
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Iteration variables and initialization values

si=1 = 0.0

si=2 = 0.0

xi=1 = 0.0

xi=2 = 0.0

Expected results

si=1 = 2.0

si=2 = 2.25

xi=1 = 4.0

xi=2 = 5.0

The following general function will be used:

Function ’mean value’

m(o, p) = 0.5 · (o+ p) (48)

Notation ’nota mean value’

Base Names:

Name Description

m mean value
o value one
p value two

Creating the equations The equations are created as usual (see section
1 Getting Started - Create and solve a very simple model). The
basic work flow for this is:

� Create and store the notation as it is given above for the equations. If
you have just done the tutorial part 10 Use of functions I - basic
principles you may extend the equation you created there and use it
here. Otherwise, create a new notation and enter the symbols specified
below ’nota x’ into it.

� Create and store the equations (49) and (50) using the above notation.

Creating the function First the general function (48) must be created.
This general function will be used to reflect relation 51. If you have done
the tutorial part 10 Use of functions I - basic principles you may use
the function created there. Otherwise follow the instructions given there to
create the function.
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Creating the equation system For detailed help see section 1 Getting
Started - Create and solve a very simple model. The basic work flow
is:

� Add the notation, here you should use the same notation as you did
for the equations (’nota x’).

� Add the equations created in the previous steps.

Adding and applying the function To use the general function created
above, it must be added to the equation system and applied to the variables
concerned. In this context, applying means specifying which variable names
in the equation system are supposed to be the corresponding input and
output variables. In this example the applied variables contain indices.
MOSAIC can deal with indiced expressions and during the evaluation of the
equation system the function is applied for every instance of the index.

� Select the EQ System Editor in the Editor Bar on the left hand side.

� Activate the tab Functions and press [Add]

� Take a look at the new dialog window named Edit Function Usage.

� In this dialog press [Change] on the upper right hand side and choose
the function you created and stored during the previous steps. The
field Preview should now display the function (48).

� On the left hand side of the dialog you see the Output Naming and the
Input Namings as they are defined in the function. The latter are will
be linked to the desired variable names as they appear in the equation
system, the so called applied namings.

� On the right hand side of the dialog there is a section called Appliances

that contains the tables Output Variable and Input Variables.

� Press [Add] within the Appliances section to create a new function
appliance.

� Take a look at the new dialog window called Edit Function Appliance

� In this dialog double click into the field below Applied Naming or click
[Edit] below that field. This opens another dialog where you can enter
the naming of the output variable in the equation system.

� Enter yi into the Tex Expression area and press [Update MathML]
and then [OK].
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� Double click into the table row of the variable naming o or select this
row and click [Edit]. Again a dialog is shown where a variable naming
can be entered.

� Enter ai into the Tex Expression area and press [Update MathML]
and then [OK].

� In the same way specify bi as the applied naming for p.

� Press [OK] in the Edit Function Appliance dialog.

� In the Edit Function Usage dialog the new function appliance should
now be shown in the tables in the Appliances section.

� Press [OK] in the Edit Function Usage dialog.

� Save the equation system.

Evaluating the equation system

� Activate the Evaluation Editor in the Editor Bar on the right hand
side.

� Select the tab Equation System and load the equation system created
in the previous steps.

� In the tab Indexing specify the index maximum value for i as 2 (by
clicking into the cell Max Val).

� Activate the tab Instance. You will see four equations, two of which
contain instances of yi. Although it is not explicitly visible here, the
function has been applied according to the indices to each set of yi, ai
and bi.

� Select the tab Variable Specification. You will find that the vari-
ables named yi=1 and yi=2 have been automatically classified as cal-
culated variables.

� Manually classify the variables ai=1, ai=2, bi=1 and bi=2 as design vari-
ables by moving them into the corresponding table and give them the
values specified in the problem description indicated in the beginning
of this section.

� Open the tab Evaluation, click [Generate Code] and then [Evaluate].

� Have a look at the output of the solver given in the tab Results.
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12 Use of functions III - indices and parameter
lists

12.1 Requirements for this tutorial

This is an advanced tutorial that needs the basics explained in other sections
of this learning trail. The following should have been worked through or
prepared before this tutorial is started:

� Section 2 Notations and Variables - Superscripts, Subscripts,
Indices should have been worked through and the example created
there should be available for reuse in the learner’s repository. The
equations are also given below for reference.

� Section 9 Parameter lists I - basic use should be completed as a
basic understanding of the use of parameter lists is necessary here.

� Section 10 through 11 should have been completed the basic work with
functions is explained therein.

12.2 Example problem

Equation System eq sys flash

F · zi = B · xi +D · yi (4)

pLVo,i · xi = yi · p (52)

1 =
NC∑
i=1

xi (6)

1 =
NC∑
i=1

yi (7)

1 =

NC∑
i=1

zi (8)

Notation nota flash

Base Names
B Bottom molar flow [kmol/h]
D Head molar flow [kmol/h]
F Feed molar flow [kmol/h]
p Pressure [Pa]
T Temperature [K]
x Bottom molar fraction [mol/mol]
y Head molar fraction [mol/mol]
z Feed molar fraction [mol/mol]
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Superscripts
LV Phase equilibrium

Subscripts
o Reference value

Indices
i Component index, 1..NC

Use of a function
For the calculation of the vapor pressure a DIPPR function is used. As

the parameters in this functions specify the mixture used in this process it
makes sense to specify them in a parameter list.

Function vapor pressure dippr

PLV (Tsys) = exp(A+
B

Tsys
+ C · ln(Tsys) +D · (Tsys)E) (53)

Notation notation thermo variables

Base Names
P Pressure [Pa]
T Temperature [K]

Superscripts
LV Phase equilibrium

Subscripts
o Reference value
sys System

Indices
k Component index, 1..Nk

Parameter List params thermo dippr

A, B, C, D, E, F

Notation notation thermo dippr

Base Names
A Dippr parameter A
B Dippr parameter B
C Dippr parameter C
D Dippr parameter D
E Dippr parameter E
F Dippr parameter F

Indices
k Component index, 1..Nk
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Problem description

Index maximum value:

NC = 2

Design variables and their values (to be entered into MOSAIC without
engineering units):

F = 1.0 [kmol/h]

zi=1 = 0.5 [mol/mol]

p = 101325 [Pa]

T = 354.6 [K]

Iteration Variables and their initial values (also to be entered without
units):

B = 0.5 [kmol/h]

D = 0.5 [kmol/h]

xi=1 = 0.5

xi=2 = 0.5

yi=1 = 0.5

yi=2 = 0.5

zi=3 = 0.5

Specification of physical parameters:

i Component A B C D E

1 Methanol 81.8 -6880.0 -8.71 4.05E-6 2.0
2 Water 72.6 -7210.0 -7.14 7.19E-6 2.0

Expected simulation results:

B = 0.715 [kmol/h]

D = 0.285 [kmol/h]

xi=1 = 0.463

xi=2 = 0.537

yi=1 = 0.592

yi=2 = 0.408

zi=3 = 0.5
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Creating the parameter list

� Create ’notation thermo dippr’. It is important that you do not forget
the index of the notation.

� Create the paramater list ’params thermo dippr’ which uses ’nota-
tion thermo dippr’. If you have problems here, refer to section 9. At-
tention: The parameters of the list do not have any index.

Creating the function

� Create ’notation thermo variables’.

� Select the Function Editor in the Editor Panel on the left hand side.

� In the Notation file panel press [Change] and select ’notation thermo variables’.

� In the Parameters file panel press [Change] and select ’params thermo dippr’
created above.

� Type a Description for the new function.

� Activate the tab Output Value.

� Press [Edit] and create the variable of the left hand side of (53)

PLV

� Activate the tab Input Values.

� Press [Add] and create the variable

Tsys

� Activate the tab Param Set Index. Here it is possible to specify which
index of the parameter list’s notation is used if the function is applied
with an index.

� In the drop down list box choose k.

� Activate the tab Formula Expression.

� Enter the right hand side of (53). The latex expression is:

\exp( A + \frac{B}{T_{sys}} + C \cdot \ln(T_{sys})

+ D\cdot(T_{sys})^{E})

� Save the function.
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Creating the equation system and applying the function

� Create the notation ’nota flash’. If you want to use the notation cre-
ated in section 2, you have to extend the existing notation by the base
name symbols p and T .

� Create equation (52) and also equations (4) and (6) through (8) if they
are not present from tutorial 2.

� Create a new equation system ’eq sys flash’ using notation ’nota flash’
and add the above equations (via naming policy ’integrate’ without a
connector).

� Activate the tab Functions

� Press [Add], which brings up the Add Function Usage dialog.

� In the Function file section press [Change] and load the function cre-
ated above.

� Have a look at the loaded contents:

– Preview shows the rendered function.

– The field Output Naming shows the output variable as it is de-
fined in the function (PLV ).

– In the table Input Namings contains the input variable Tsys.

– A field Param Index below the field Output Naming shows the
index i as specified above.

– There is a section Appliances. This section contains an empty
table for the Output Variable which later contains the Applied

output namings.

� We have to add an entry into the list for the Applied Namings of the
Output Variable.

� Press [Add] below the above mentioned table. This brings up the Edit

Function Appliance dialog.

� Press [Edit] below the field for the Applied Naming for the Output

and enter the name for the vapor pressure as it appears in the equation
system with the component index.

pLVo,i

� Double click at Tsys and enter the naming for the temperature as it
appears in the equation system:

T
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� In the drop down box named Param Index select i.

� Press [OK] to leave the Edit Function Appliance dialog.

� List for the applied output namings contains the entry created above.

� Press [OK] to leave the Add Function Usage dialog.

� Save the equation system.

Evaluating the equation system

� Select the Evaluation Editor and activate the Equation System tab.

� Load equation system ’eq sys flash’ created above in the EQ System

file panel. You may check if everything is loaded correctly in the
Equations and Functions tab.

� Activate the Indexing tab and set the maximum values for the indices
to 2.

� Activate the Variable Specification tab. You will note that the
pLVo,i are automatically classified as Calculated Variables.

� Enter the problem specification specified in the beginning of the tuto-
rial. Hints:

– You may select several variables at the same time using the mouse
and the control or shift key.

– Pressing [<<] or [>>] changes the classification of all selected vari-
ables.

– A right mouse click on the selection brings up a dialog where a
value can be entered for all selected variables (useful for initial-
ization values).

� Save the variable specification for later use.

� Activate the Parameter Specification tab and enter the parameters
as specified above and save this specification.

� Save the Evaluation information using the file panel on top of the
Evaluation Editor.

� Generate the code and simulate the flash.
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13 Importing Equations written in Latex or MS
Word

by Moritz Büchel

The example equation that is going to be transformed has the form

a = b× cd (54)

13.1 Importing an Equation from a Latex document

Transforming the Latex code To make Latex code usable in MOSAIC

� Select the Equation Editor in the Editor Bar on the left hand side.

� Click at the arrow of the combo box to the left of the [Import] button
and select LaTeX 2.09 from the list.

� Click [Import] to open the transform dialog.

� Copy the equation out of the Latex document and paste it into the
text field. Alternatively, you can use the following code

a=b\times c_d

� Click [Submit] to transform the equation into MosaicLatex and to close
the transform dialog. The transformed equation appears in the field
MosaicLatex. The equation is now transformed into MosaicLatex.
Continue to import the equation in the usual way described in tutorial
6.1.

13.2 Importing an Equation from MathType

MathType is a software that allows to improved editing of mathematic con-
tent in Microsoft Word. It also provides an export functionality to Latex
2.09, which can be used to export equations written in Word to MOSAIC

Preparing MathType Before mathematic expressions can be copied to
MOSAIC the following steps have to be done in MathType.

� Start MathType

� Click [Preferences] in the menu bar

� Click [Translators] in the drop down menu
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� Select Translation to other language (text). Select TeX - LaTeX

2.09 and later as translator.

Equations in the MathType window are now translated to Latex 2.09 when
they are copied.

Creating and Using an equation

� Create or open a Word equation in MathType

� Follow the instructions from section 13.1 with the following difference:

� Instead of copying a Latex expression, select and copy the whole sym-
bolic expression within MathType.

� Hint: There will be additional code pasted along with the equation
which will be shown in the text field of the transform dialog. This
code will be removed automatically during the export.

13.3 Importing an Equation from Word 2007

First create a Word document with equation (54) by yourself.

Transforming the Word code into MosaicLatex

� Select the Equation Editor in the Editor Bar on the left hand side.

� Click at the arrow of the combo box to the left of the [Import] button
and select Word 2007 from the list.

� Click Import to open the transform dialog.

� Copy the equation out of the Word document and paste it into the
text field.

� Click [Submit] to transform the equation into MosaicLatex and to
close the transform dialog. The transformed equation appears in the
field MosaicLatex.
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14 Code Generation according to user specifica-
tions - Creating and editing Language Specifi-
cations

by Jonas Bucher

14.1 Introduction

This tutorial demonstrates the creation of an user specified language spec-
ification. It shows how to specify a basic MATLAB language specifica-
tion for NLE systems including using it for code generation. The code
generated with this language specification equals the code generated with
the predefined language specification MATLAB NLE Std in the Evaluation

Editor except the leading comments fragment. As indicated the tutorial
focuses just on the code needed for an execution in MATLAB. The base
for the code generation is the Rosenbrock example described in 1 Getting
Started - Create and solve a very simple model. Its evaluation is also
used here.

Requirements for this tutorial Before proceeding this tutorial it is
highly recommended that the user has done and understood all MOSAIC
tutorials till and including 12 Use of functions III - indices and pa-
rameter lists or is an experienced MOSAIC user already. Accompanied
with this assumptions the user also should have basic programming skills at
least from the mathematical environments.

14.2 The language specification editor

To create a new user defined language that can be used to generate code in
MOSAIC the Lang Spec Editor provides four internal tabs to specify the
language and a fifth for to generate a preview of this specifications.

A language requires a set of minimum specifications to be available for
code generation. Each sub tab of this editor gives the user a direct feedback if
the respective minimum specification is reached with the Code Generation

Information box in the bottom. In the Overall Results tab this box
performs a check for the all specifications of the previous four tabs. If this
signals that the minimum specifications are incomplete, check the previous
tabs for missing specifications. To start the specification process, click on
the Lang Spec Editor tab.

Global language settings At the beginning the user has to adjustment
settings for the desirable language. Normally the default settings marked
by a Xhere should fit to them in the GUI. For the language created in this
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tutorial these settings should equal the defaults settings indicated below.
Check this and correct them if necessary. Now a short explanation them
follows.

Language Settings: General language settings

� [Direct Functions Supported] Select if direct functions should be
supported. It makes the handles of the DirectFunctionsCall- and
the DirectFunctionsImpl -Blocks available in the Code Elements

tab.

� [Use Analytic Derivatives] Select if they should be used.

� X[Case Sensitive] If your language is case insensitive uncheck this
and define a Unique Naming Index Separator that is then necessary
to guaranty unique naming in code generation.

System Type: Choose an equation type

� X[NLE] Non linear equation

� [ODE] Ordinary differential equation

� [DAE] Differential algebraic equation

Number Settings: General number settings

� Number Prefix / Suffix - A global prefix and or suffix can be specified
for all numbers.

� X[Force Floating Point] Uncheck to disable floating point numbers
in the language.

Operators Switch to the Operators tab. Here every operator has to be
specified. An operator can consists of one till three components, a prefix,
an infix and a suffix. How much are possible depends on the operator. By
selecting one operator the possible fields are enabled. To add an operator
specification to the language specification, type in the respective fixes and
press the [Submit] button. All specified operators will be displayed in the
Specifications box.

For the MATLAB NLE language that is created in this tutorial type in
the operators as follows:

� [Add]

Prefix:

Infix: +

Suffix:
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� [Subtract]

Prefix:

Infix: -

Suffix:

� [Multiply]

Prefix:

Infix: *

Suffix:

� [Divide]

Prefix: (

Infix: /

Suffix: )

� [Power]

Prefix: power(

Infix: ,

Suffix: )

� [R-Root]

Prefix: nthroot(

Infix: ,

Suffix: )

� [Exp]

Prefix: exp(

Suffix: )

� [Log]

Prefix: log(

Suffix: )

� [Sinus]

Prefix: sin(

Suffix: )

� [Cosinus]

Prefix: cos(

Suffix: )
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� [Parantheses]

Prefix: (

Suffix: )

Variable namings Switch to the Variable Namings tab. Choose a Strategy
for the translation of the variable namings. If a global index is the decision
of choice select [Use Global Index] and specify a Prefix and a Suffix and
press [Submit] to add this strategy to the language specification.

The tutorial aims a variable naming strategy. Therefore select the [Use
Variable Naming] button. When choosing this Strategy in the top there is
also a [Variable naming affixes] button to define a Prefix and a Suffix

for the variable naming translation strategy which have not to be specified
for the MATLAB NLE language that is created here. Now specify the
Separators as follows and don’t forget to press the [Submit] button after
typing in each separator:

Separators

� [Namespace to base name]

Infix:

� [Leading superscript]

Infix:

� [Leading subscript]

Infix:

� [Leading indexname]

Infix:

� [Index name to index value]

Infix:

Code elements Switch to the Code elements tab where at least the code
elements have to be specified. To manage the concept this tab is introduced
shortly.

On the left hand side the Elements Tree box could be found that in-
cludes a tree that displays all created blocks in a hierarchical way. A Block

represents a fragment of the code. It is used to specify text. When a Block

is selected this text is displayed in the Input Specification box. Each
block also has a Handle and a set of Available Subhandles that are dis-
played in the Handles box for the selected block. The Handle of a block
can be edited in this box which this it not necessary for this tutorial. A
handle is the identifier for a block. It has to be unique in the respective tree
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level! In the right bottom there the Code Generation Preview box that
can be used for having preview of the code generated by the selected block
in the tree, if an evaluation is loaded in the Overall Results tab already.
As considerable all GUI elements in the right hand side are linked to the
selected block in the tree on the left hand side.

Back to the aim creating the MATLAB NLE language specification:

� Select the FullCode block in the tree.

� Press the [Create Node] button and choose Block from the block type
list and press [Submit].

� Select the yet created Block in the tree and copy the text below into
its Input Specification text box. Make sure that the page break
symbol appearing in line 10 is not included in the specification text!

1 f unc t i on [ RES ]=solveEquationSystem ( )
2

3 % load va r i ab l e i n i t va lue s
4

5

6 % load parameters
7

8

9 options = optimset ( ' MaxIter ' ,1000 , 'TolFun ' ,1e−10) ;
10 RES = fsolve ( @ ( x_iter ) getFunVal ( x_iter , PARAMS ) , X_ITER ,←↩

options ) ;
11

12 displayResults ( RES ) ;
13

14 end

� Select the created Block in the tree again and add a Variables block
to it.

� Copy this text into the Input Specification of the Variables block.
Add there a tab in front of the line as well as a line break in the end
of the copied line:

1 X_ITER ( _DEF_CTR_NAME_ ) = _DEF_VALUE_ ; % DEF NAME

� Now copy the Handle of this Variables block and paste it into the
Input Specification of the first created Block at the beginning of
line 4.

� Select the first created Block again and add also a Parameters block
to it.
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� Copy this text into the Input Specification of the Parameters

block. Add there a tab in front of the line as well as a line break
in the end of the copied line:

1 PARAMS ( _DEF_CTR_NAME_ ) = _DEF_VALUE_ ; % DEF NAME

� Now copy the Handle of this Parameters block and paste it into the
Input Specification of the first created Block at the beginning of
line 7.

� At last for this copy the Handle of first created Block and paste it
into the Input Specification of the FullCode block.

�

� To continue select the FullCode block and create second Block.

� Select the second created Block and copy this text into its Input

Specification:

1 %
2 % Calcu la te the func t i on value o f a normal ized equat ion system .
3 %
4

5 f unc t i on [ Y ] = getFunVal ( X_ITER , PARAMS )
6

7 % read out v a r i a b l e s
8

9

10 % read out parameters
11

12

13 % perform d i r e c t func t i on c a l l s
14

15

16 % eva luate the func t i on va lue s
17

18

19 end

� Select the second created Block again and add a Variables block to
it and copy this text into the Input Specification of the Variables
block. Add there also a tab in front of the line as well as a line break
in the end of the copied line:

1 _DEF_NAME_ = X_ITER ( _DEF_CTR_NAME_ ) ;

� Now copy the Handle of this Variables block and paste it into the
Input Specification of the second created Block at the beginning
of line 8.
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� Select the second created Block again and add a Parameters block to
it and copy this text into the Input Specification of the Parameters
block. Add there also a tab in front of the line as well as a line break
in the end of the copied line:

1 _DEF_NAME_ = PARAMS ( _DEF_CTR_NAME_ ) ;

� Now copy the Handle of this Parameters block and paste it into the
Input Specification of the second created Block at the beginning
of line 11.

� Select the second created Block again and add a EquationsAE block to
it and copy this text into the Input Specification of the EquationsAE
block. Add there also a tab in front of the line as well as a line break
in the end of the copied line:

1 Y ( _CTR_NAME_ ) = _VALUE_ ;

� Now copy the Handle of this EquationsAE block and paste it into the
Input Specification of the second created Block at the beginning
of line 17.

� At last for this copy the Handle of second created Block and paste it
into the Input Specification of the FullCode block after inserting
there a new line.

�

� To continue select the FullCode block and create third Block.

� Select the third created Block and copy this text into its Input Specification:

1 f unc t i on [ ] = displayResults ( X_ITER )
2

3 % pr in t v a r i ab l e va lue s to d i sp l ay
4

5

6 end

� Select the third created Block again and add a Variables block to it
and copy this text into the Input Specification of the Variables

block. Add there also a tab in front of the line as well as a line break
in the end of the copied line:

1 di sp ( [ ' DEF NAME = ' , num2str ( X_ITER ( _DEF_CTR_NAME_ ) ) ] ) ;
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� Now copy the Handle of this Variables block and paste it into the
Input Specification of the third created Block at the beginning of
line 4.

� At least copy the Handle of third created Block and paste it into the
Input Specification of the FullCode block after inserting there a
new line after the second handle.

� All specifications are done now and the language is ready for code
generation. Save the specification to a file by pressing [Save as]. In
the opening dialog create new directory by pressing [New Dir] and
name it e.g. ’user defined lang specs’. Now save the specification and
name it e.g. ’my matlab nle lang spec’.

Overall Results Switch to the Overall Results tab. Here the code for
the specified language could be created.

� Check the Code Generation Information box a the bottom. It should
indicate Minimum Specifications Complete and signal this also with
a green field. If this is not the case, check the previous tabs for missing
specifications before continuing.

� Load an Evaluation by pressing [Change] and go to the directory
where the rosenbrock evaluation is stored. Select the evaluation file
and press the [Open].

� Generate the code now by pressing [Generate Full Code]. The code
is now ready for an execution in MATLAB. The created specifica-
tion can of course also be used in the Evaluation Editor in the
Evaluation tab by selecting a User defined language specification
for code generation.
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